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Thank you for purchasing this product. In order to use this product correctly, read this manual carefully 
before first use. It is important that you follow the safety precautions. Retain this manual for possible 
future use. 

NOTE: We reserve the right to alter the design or the colour of the product without prior notice. 

SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS 

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS 

 Keep children away from the moving parts of the chair. 

 Only use a power cable designed for this product and make sure it is grounded properly. 

 To avoid an injury or damage, always plug the power cable out of the socket after use. 

 Only use the chair as described in this manual. It is forbidden to use this chair in ways not 
listed in this manual. 

 Do not use any accessories not recommended by the manufacturer. 

 Do not use the chair outdoors. 

 It is recommended to always use the chair 15 minutes at the time. 

 Do not use the chair if the covering is damaged in any way. 

 Do not use the chair with the air vent covered or if ventilation is obstructed in any way. 

 Do not place any objects onto the chair. 

 Make sure you do not fall asleep during the massage. 

 Do not use the chair if you are under the influence of alcohol or if you are not feeling well. 

 Don not use the chair at least one hour after your latest meal. 

 Do not use a massage program that is too intense for you, you could sustain an injury. 

 If the power cable is damaged, for safety reasons it should be replaced by the manufacturer, 
service technician or another qualified person. 

PLACEMENT 

 Do not use the chair in high temperatures or in damp environment, for example in a bathroom. 

 Do not use the chair directly after a significant change in temperature. 

 Do not use the chair in dusty or otherwise unfavourable conditions. 

 Keep a sufficient space around the chair and ensure proper ventilation. 

RESTRICTIONS OF USE 

 People with osteoporosis should not use this chair. 

 People with heart disease or people with electronic implants, such as a peacemaker, should 
not use this chair. 

 Do not use this chair if you have a fever. 

 The chair should not be used by pregnant women or women on their period. 

 Do not use this chair if you are injured or suffer from a skin condition. 

 Children under the age of 12 should use the chair only under supervision. 

 Physically or mentally handicapped people should use this chair only under the supervision of 
responsible and qualified person to ensure their safety. 

 The chair should not be used by people in convalescence or people who are not feeling well. 

 Do not use the chair if any part of your body is wet. 
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 Because of the heating surface of the chair, people with high sensitivity to heat should be 
careful while using this product. 

SAFETY 

 Make sure the outlet has the correct voltage. 

 Don not insert the plug with wet hands. 

 Water must not leak inside of the chair. The user may sustain an electric shock or the product 
could be damaged. 

 Always make sure the cables are intact. Do not modify the electric circuit in any way. 

 Do not use a wet cloth to clean the electronic parts, such as the power switch or the plug. 

 If the power is cut off suddenly, do not approach the chair in case it’s turned back on again. 
You could sustain an injury otherwise. 

 If the chair stops to function properly, stop using it and contact the customer service centre. 

 If you start to feel unwell, stop using the chair and consult your physician. 

MAINTENANCE 

 Maintenance should be carried out only by qualified service technicians. The user should not 
try to disassemble the chair or carry out maintenance by themselves. 

 Don’t forget to plug the device out of the socket after you finish using it. 

 Do not use the chair if the plug or socket are damaged. 

 Should the chair not be used for a longer period of time, curl up the cables and store the 
product in a dry and dust-free environment. 

 Do not place the chair in an environment with high temperatures, in the vicinity of a fire or on 
direct sunlight. 

 Clean this product with a dry cloth. Do not use alcohol-based cleaning products. 

 The mechanical components of this product are specially made so that they do not need to be 
further maintained. 

 Make sure the chair doesn’t come into contact with any sharp objects. 

 Do not roll or pull the chair across an uneven ground, it should always be lifted and carried. 

 The chair is meant to be used intermittently. Do not use it for too long periods of time. 

SOLUTIONS TO ORDINARY MALFUNCTIONS 

 It is natural that the motor makes certain level of noise. 

 If the chair doesn’t work, make sure that the power cord is plugged in properly and that the 
power switch is on. 

 If the maximum time of the massage is over, the system will automatically shut down. If the 
chair is turned on for too long, the temperature sensor safety will automatically shut it down. 
After that, the chair will need to be turned off for at least half an hour. 
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PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS 

Model A27 

Description Massage chair 

Input voltage 110 – 120 V – 60 Hz 

220 – 240 V – 50 Hz 

300 W 

Safety class Class I 

Maximum time of usage 15 min 

Used materials PVC, PA, PU, leather, cloth, wood, steel and 
electronic parts 

Weight limit 150 kg 

Weight 112 kg 

Dimensions after assembly 124 x 118 x 130 cm 

PARTS LIST 

1. Pillow pad 

2. Control panel 

3. Armrests 

4. Cushion 

5. Calf and foot rests 

6. Back cushion 

7. Arms airbag 

8. Heated pad 

9. Mini tray 
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10. Backrest cover 

11. Fan vent 

12. Control panel holder 

13. Mini tray holder 

14. Earphones cable 

15. Earphones 

16. MP3 player 

17. Heat pad power plug 

18. Wheel 

19. Power cable and plug 

20. Earphones jack 

21. Power plug jack 

22. Switch 

23. Fuse box 

 

FUNCTIONS 

 The chair has a four-wheel quiet massage mechanism that moves the massage heads up and 
down in the backrest. 

 There are 5 massage emulation programs: Shiatsu massage, kneading, flapping, knocking 
and synchronous kneading and flapping. 

 Pre-set automatic massage functions: relax, pressure relieving, fitness and comfort. 

 You can save three massages into the system’s memory. 

 Automatic massage of the upper body: shoulder and waist mode. 

 There are three options for manual upper body massage – overall, fixed area and partial 
area massage – with five levels of speed. Under the flapping, knocking and shiatsu 
massage modes, you can set the distance between the massage heads in three levels – 
wide, middle and narrow. 

 There are five airbags in the seat cushion for air pressure massage. 

 The arms air massage is carried out through 4 inside airbags. 

 Vibration massage: 3 levels of intensity in the buttocks area – strong, weak and off. 

 MP3 function: The music can be played both during a massage and in the standby mode. 
You can adjust the volume or switch between songs. 

 Back heating massage: The temperature of the cover can reach 40°C – 50°C; infrared 
heating. 

 Foot heating massage: Infrared heating, maximum temperature 40°C. 

 Magnetic function: In the calf and the sole area there are 8 magnets at 300 gauss strength. 

 Heating pad function: Pre-set the temperature in the range of 40°C – 70°C. The temperature 
is adjusted by 5°C. 
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 Chair inclination adjustment: You can set the inclination of the back and foot rests. 

 After switching the chair off, it will automatically return to its default position. 

 The control panel has a VFD display. 

 The chair’s accessories include a MP3 player, headphones and a mini tray. 

Effects 

 Elimination of fatigue 

 Blood circulation stimulation 

 Relieving muscle fatigue 

 Loosening tense muscles 

 Relaxation 

 Relieving muscle pain 

CONTROL PANEL 
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Plug in 

  

Switch position Plug in the power cable 

Adjusting backrest and footrest inclination 

Do not adjust inclination during a massage. 

Back rest adjustment: 

Raise backrest 

 

Press this button to raise the backrest slowly. Stop by releasing 
the button. 

Lower backrest 

 

Press this button to lower the backrest slowly. Stop by releasing 
the button. 

Foot rest adjustment: 

Raise footrest 

 

Press this button to lower the footrest slowly. Stop by releasing 
the button. 

Lower footrest 

 

Press this button to lower the footrest slowly. Stop by releasing 
the button. 

Whole frame adjustment: 

Incline the whole 
frame backwards 

 

Press this button to incline the frame slowly backwards. Stop by 
releasing the button. 

Incline the whole 
frame forwards 

 

Press this button to incline the frame slowly forwards. Stop by 
releasing the button. 

Start massage 

1. Press the red button to start the massage. 

2. Detect your upper body massage point and then automatically detect your shoulder position. 
When you finish, you’ll hear a chime. Now you can adjust your shoulder position. Press the 
massage button to start the massage. When adjusting the shoulder position, the A, B and C 
buttons will start flashing. With these buttons you’ll select a pre-programmed massage mode. 
The buttons for automatic neck and shoulder massage, lower back massage and lower body 
massage will light up. If you press one of them, the current position will be saved. 
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3. You can adjust the massage heads positions. You have 5 positions to choose from. 

 

Move the massage head upwards. 

 

Move the massage head downwards. 

The ideal massage position for your shoulders: 

 

4. Press the massage button to start the massage. 

a. Automatic pre-set massage function: 

While setting the shoulder position, the A, B and C buttons will start flashing. If you 
press one of them, you’ll begin a massage with saved settings. The memory function 
button will remain lit. 

 

b. Automatic upper and lower body massage functions: 

Name Button Massage 
function 

Effect Display 
status 

A
u
to

m
a
tic

 m
a
s
s
a

g
e
 fu

n
c
tio

n
 

 

Comfort Stimulates blood 
circulation  

 

Relax Relaxes the whole body 

 

 

Fitness Deep focused massage, 
relaxes aching muscles 

 

 

Pressure 
relieving 

Relieves fatigue, makes 
the body active 

 

A
u
to

m
a
tic

 m
a
s
s
a

g
e

 

 

Neck and 
shoulder 
massage 

Massage focused on the 
neck and shoulder area 

 

 

Back and 
waist 
massage 

Massage focused  

 

 

Lower body 
massage, 
intensity can 
be adjusted 

Massage focused on feet, 
calves, legs and buttocks 
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c. Manual massage of the upper body: 

Function Button Display status Massage heads 
adjustment 

M
a
s
s
a
g
e
 ty

p
e

 

Knocking 

  

Speed, strength, 
width 

Shiatsu 

 
 

Speed, strength, 
width 

Kneading 

 
 

Speed, strength 

Flapping 

 
 

Speed, strength, 
width 

Kneading and 
flapping 

 

 

Speed, width 

Speed 
 

5 speed levels 

Width 
(range)  

3 width levels 

B
a
c
k
re

s
t s

tre
tc

h
  

Fixed position massage 

 

Small area (partial) massage 

 

Upper body (overall) massage 

 

Massage position can be adjusted with  a  buttons. 

d. Manual lower body air pressure massage: 

Function Button Description, display 
status 

Options 

Lower 
body 
massage  

Air pressure massage of 
the lower body 

 

2 intensity levels 

Feet 
massage  

 

Air pressure massage of 
feet and calves 

 

2 intensity levels 

Buttocks 
massage  

 

Air pressure massage of 
buttocks 

 

2 intensity levels 
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Intensive 
massage  

 

Intensity adjustment for 
lower body massage 

 

 

e. Other manual functions: 

Function Button Description, display 
status 

Options 

Vibration 

 

Vibration massage of 
buttocks 

 

2 intensity levels 

Arm 

 

Arm pressure massage Massage of both 
arms 

Backrest 
heating 

 

Infrared heating at the 
back. The heat will 
become detectable by 
touch after 3 minutes. 

 

 

Feet area 
heating 

 

Infrared heating of the feet 
area. 

 

 

 

Function Button Description, display 
status 

Options 

Heating 
pad 

 

Heating pad switch 

 

 

 

 

Button to increase the 
temperature. The highest 
limit is 70 °C 

 

Increase by 5°C 

 

 

Button to decrease the 
temperature. The lowest 
limit is 40 °C 

 

Decrease by 5 °C 
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Function Button Description, display 
status 

Options 

Play music 

 

Music on/off 

 

You can pause 
whenever you 
want 

 

 

Previous song 

 

 

 

 

Next song 

 

 

 

 

Volume up 

 

 

 

 

Volume down 

 

 

Stop the massage, turn off the power 

1. Press the red power button to stop the massage. The backrest and footrest will automatically 
return to default position. 

2. The memory buttons A, B and C will start flashing again. Press any of them to save the 
massage position before turning the chair off. The display will show “Memory Set On”. Then 
press the red button to turn the chair off or wait 10 minutes for the chair to turn off 
automatically. The chair will revert to its default position after turning the power of. 

3. Plug out the power cable: 

  

Switch position Plug out the power cable 

DOWNLOADING MP3 MUSIC 

1. Stop the massage and turn off the chair. 

2. Pull the USB disk out of the MP3 player. 

3. Insert the USB disk into a computer. 

4. Download your favourite MP3-format music onto the USB disk. If you are unable to do so, 
format the disk. 

5. After the download is complete, safely remove the device from the computer. 

6. Insert the USB disk into MP3 player USB port. 

7. Now you may turn the chair on again. 
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NOTE: 

1. If the MP3 player isn’t able to play music from the USB disk, format the USB disk before 
downloading the music. 

2. Only remove the USB disk, not the entire MP3 player. 

 

(1) MP3 player (2) USB cap (3) USB disk 

ADJUSTABLE PARTS 

Padding and cushion assembly 

The padding can lessen the impact of the kneading in the neck and shoulder area. Attaching the 
padding is optional (it is recommended to use it). 

Attach the padding according to the image – first, use a zipper to attach the upper part (1) and then 
attach the remaining part (2). 
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Control panel and tray assembly 

Attach the control panel holder to the massage chair (1) and then insert the control panel itself (2). It 
should be easy to move the control panel both vertically (3) and horizontally (4). Then attach the tray 
holder (5) and insert the tray (6). 

 

 

Armrest and footrest assembly 

1. One person should lift the calf rest, while another lifts the armrest. Let the armrest slide into 
the grooves on the frame (1). 

2. Tighten the screw under the back of the armrest (2). 

3. Affix the armrest air bag to the armrest and then cover the connection with a small cover board 
(3). 
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Armrest and footrest disassembly 

1. Remove the board cover and then detach the airbag connection (1). 

2. Loosen the screw (2). 

3. One person should lift up the footrest while another person lifts the armrest. Slide the armrests 
out of the frame (3). 

 

Control panel holder assembly 

 

 

1. First, lay out all the parts and tools you’ll need during the assembly. 

 

2. Insert the rod into the control panel holder. 

 

3. Tighten the screw clockwise. 
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4. Prepare the bushing. 

 

5. Insert the bushing into the hole on the right armrest so that the 
three screw holes on the bushing and armrest are aligned. 

 

6. Tighten the screws. 

 

7. Prepare the holder you assembled in step 3. 

 

8. Insert the holder into the bushing so that the screw holes on the 
holder and the bushing align. 

 

9. Prepare the screws. 

 

10. Tighten the screws. 
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Backrest electric cylinder assembly 

1. Locate the support of the lower end of the backrest and place the electric cylinder into correct 
position. 

2. Connect the support and the electric cylinder with a pin. 

3. Secure the pin with a cotter. 

 

PLACEMENT AND MOVING 

Floor protection 

If you place the massage chair on a wooden 
floor, the floor may get damaged after a period of 
time. Place the chair on a carpet or a protection 
pad. 

WARNING: Do not move the chair on a wooden 
floor, uneven surface or in narrow spaces. In 
these cases, the chair should be lifted, by two 
people at least. 
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Moving the chair 

Make sure the wires are not in the way before 
you tip the chair backwards so that it will stand 
on its wheels only. Then you can proceed to 
move the chair. 

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF WARRANTY, WARRANTY CLAIMS 

General Conditions of Warranty and Definition of Terms 

All Warranty Conditions stated hereunder determine Warranty Coverage and Warranty Claim 
Procedure. Conditions of Warranty and Warranty Claims are governed by Act No. 40/1964 Coll. Civil 
Code, Act No. 513/1991 Coll., Commercial Code, and Act No. 634/1992 Coll., Consumer Protection 
Act, as amended, also in cases that are not specified by these Warranty rules. 

The seller is SEVEN SPORT s.r.o. with its registered office in Borivojova Street 35/878, Prague 
13000, Company Registration Number: 26847264, registered in the Trade Register at Regional Court 
in Prague, Section C, Insert No. 116888. 

According to valid legal regulations it depends whether the Buyer is the End Customer or not. 

“The Buyer who is the End Customer” or simply the “End Customer” is the legal entity that does not 
conclude and execute the Contract in order to run or promote his own trade or business activities. 

“The Buyer who is not the End Customer” is a Businessman that buys Goods or uses services for the 
purpose of using the Goods or services for his own business activities. The Buyer conforms to the 
General Purchase Agreement and business conditions to the extent specified in the Commercial 
Code. 

These Conditions of Warranty and Warranty Claims are an integral part of every Purchase Agreement 
made between the Seller and the Buyer. All Warranty Conditions are valid and binding, unless 
otherwise specified in the Purchase Agreement, in the Amendment to this Contract or in another 
written agreement. 

Warranty Conditions 

Warranty Period 

The Seller provides the Buyer a 24 months Warranty for Goods Quality, unless otherwise specified in 
the Certificate of Warranty, Invoice, Bill of Delivery or other documents related to the Goods. The legal 
warranty period provided to the Consumer is not affected. 

By the Warranty for Goods Quality, the Seller guarantees that the delivered Goods shall be, for a 
certain period of time, suitable for regular or contracted use, and that the Goods shall maintain its 
regular or contracted features. 

The Warranty does not cover defects resulting from (if applicable): 

 User’s fault, i.e. product damage caused by unqualified repair work, improper assembly, 
insufficient insertion of seat post into frame, insufficient tightening of pedals and cranks 

 Improper maintenance 

 Mechanical damages 

 Regular use (e.g. wearing out of rubber and plastic parts, moving mechanisms, joints etc.) 

 Unavoidable event, natural disaster 

 Adjustments made by unqualified person 
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 Improper maintenance, improper placement, damages caused by low or high temperature, 
water, inappropriate pressure, shocks, intentional changes in design or construction etc. 

Warranty Claim Procedure 

The Buyer is obliged to check the Goods delivered by the Seller immediately after taking the 
responsibility for the Goods and its damages, i.e. immediately after its delivery. The Buyer must check 
the Goods so that he discovers all the defects that can be discovered by such check.  

When making a Warranty Claim the Buyer is obliged, on request of the Seller, to prove the purchase 
and validity of the claim by the Invoice or Bill of Delivery that includes the product’s serial number, or 
eventually by the documents without the serial number. If the Buyer does not prove the validity of the 
Warranty Claim by these documents, the Seller has the right to reject the Warranty Claim. 

If the Buyer gives notice of a defect that is not covered by the Warranty (e.g. in the case that the 
Warranty Conditions were not fulfilled or in the case of reporting the defect by mistake etc.), the Seller 
is eligible to require a compensation for all the costs arising from the repair. The cost shall be 
calculated according to the valid price list of services and transport costs. 

If the Seller finds out (by testing) that the product is not damaged, the Warranty Claim is not accepted. 
The Seller reserves the right to claim a compensation for costs arising from the false Warranty Claim. 

In case the Buyer makes a claim about the Goods that is legally covered by the Warranty provided by 
the Seller, the Seller shall fix the reported defects by means of repair or by the exchange of the 
damaged part or product for a new one. Based on the agreement of the Buyer, the Seller has the right 
to exchange the defected Goods for a fully compatible Goods of the same or better technical 
characteristics. The Seller is entitled to choose the form of the Warranty Claim Procedures described 
in this paragraph. 

The Seller shall settle the Warranty Claim within 30 days after the delivery of the defective Goods, 
unless a longer period has been agreed upon. The day when the repaired or exchanged Goods is 
handed over to the Buyer is considered to be the day of the Warranty Claim settlement. When the 
Seller is not able to settle the Warranty Claim within the agreed period due to the specific nature of the 
Goods defect, he and the Buyer shall make an agreement about an alternative solution. In case such 
agreement is not made, the Seller is obliged to provide the Buyer with a financial compensation in the 
form of a refund. 

 

SEVEN SPORT s.r.o. 

Registered Office:    Borivojova 35/878, 130 00 Praha 3, Czech Republic  

Headquarters:     Delnicka 957, 749 01 Vitkov, Czech Republic   

Warranty & Service Centre:   Cermenska 486, 749 01 Vitkov, Czech Republic 

CRN:      26847264 

VAT ID:     CZ26847264 

Phone:      +420 556 300 970 

E-mail:      eshop@insportline.cz 

     reklamace@insportline.cz 

     servis@insportline.cz 

Web:      www.insportline.cz 

 

SK 

INSPORTLINE s.r.o. 

Headquarters, Warranty & Service centre:  Elektricna 6471, 911 01 Trencin, Slovakia  

CRN: 36311723 

VAT ID: SK2020177082 

Phone:     +421(0)326 526 701 
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E-mail:     objednavky@insportline.sk 

     reklamacie@insportline.sk 

     servis@insportline.sk 

Web:     www.insportline.sk  

Date of Sale:      Stamp and Signature of Seller:   

 

 


